Roll Call  
Shoko, Calvin, Robin, Stephey, Adwin, Annie, Jackie, Rahela, Eden, Victor, Yujin,  
Jackson, Jessica, Nelson, Esha, Karthi, Hilda, Tommy, Jimmy are present.

Public comments

Burning issues  
Stephey reminds the members of the body that stationaries are labeled, and  
please return them after use.  
Adwin says that “Fortune Wheel” Event is going to happen on 1/17/08 at 11am-1pm and 5pm-7pm.

Stephey moved to make consent calendar item 5 as a business item. Yujin seconded.

Consent Calendar  
eden moved to approve the consent calendar. adwin seconded.

Business Items  
*Stephey moved to approve hilda soetiono to be the instructional planning and budget team. shoko seconded.

eden moved to end discussion. jackie seconded.

hilda has been approved.

8. leadership class  
formal, no fee, no unit, mandatory class for all senators taught by DASB advisor.

shoko moved to approved leadership class. nelson seconded.

discussion started.

chad zhichterman expressed on his opinion for the current senate and leadership class.

jean argues the proposed topics of the leadership class would take too long.  
there is a need to focus on what is our priority. it would be better if all members of dasb and leaders of clubs to participate in the class.

jorden reminds the senate that there is a great influence by the senate but the power is limited  
stephy finds the leadership class instrumental to senators.

robin expresses his concern about the leadership class.

robin objected to end the discussion.  
10 favoried. 2 not in favoried.

discussion ended.

15. Satellite Office
Calvin introduced the satellite office. Senators in the office should direct students for their questions.
Admin mentioned the trial period would last for 3 days, with the support from the cafeteria.
Rahela explains that the Satellite Office is a relatively visible and extended office so as to better serve students.

9. VTA Transit Center
Jeanine presented the VTA project.

Robin moved to end discussion. Minnie seconded
yujin objected.
4 in favor. 5 not in favor.
discussion continued.

ideas/inputs that DASB can take for its stance on the issue:
- write letter to the board: eden yujin esha
- member of body go to the board meeting: esha calvin robin rahela eden yujin jessica minnie
- survey the people and provide statistics: esha hilda
- write letter to mayor sandoval: esha yujin eden
- go to CEAG before board: calvin

yujin moved to approve the writing letter to the board karthi seconded.
yujin withdrew his emotion.
eden moved to approve everything except the survey. Karthi seconded.
robin moved to end discussion. karthi seconded.
no objection.
calvin approved to survey people by dasb. shoko seconded.
robin moved to end discussion. jessica seconded.
vote for "survey people" as a DASB action. 10 in favor for survey. None not in favor.
"survey people" has been passed.

10. U.S. Bank ATM and DASB Card
robin moved to end discussion. victor seconded.

official DASB committee for combination of the ATM and DASB Card
- set up new ad-hoc internal committee
- give to student services committee
- give to budget and finance committee

eden approved to set up a new ad-hoc committee to deal with the ATM Card Issue. victor seconded.
eden approved to approve karthi nelson victor shoko eden stephy yujin to be the
members of the DASB ATM Card committee. stephy seconded.
eden moved to end discussion. calvin seconded.
eden nominated herself to be the chair of the ad-hoc committee.
nelson has been nominated by the minnie.
eden made a speech. nelson withdrew his nomination.
shoko approved eden su as the chair of the ad-hoc committee. karthi seconded.
shoko moved to end discussion. robin seconded.
eden was approved unanimously as the chair of the ad-hoc committee.

11. budget cut

eden moved to end discussion. robin seconded.

possible actions DASB can take:
- new march: robin
- collaborate with the state senate: shoko
- build coalition with classified senate, faculty and academic senate: eden, yujin
- collaborate with ICC: yujin, nelson
- collaborate with other statewide organization: rahela
- rally on campus:
- work with foothill: eden, stephy, yujin,
- work with local community colleges: stephy
- form ad-hoc committee

robin moved to approve ad-hoc committee. no one seconded.

stephy moved to approve a recess for 5 mins. yujin seconded.
robin moved to end discussion. karthi seconded.
there are objections. 5 in favor. 8 not in favor.
motion failed.

---------------------------------------
note: alex and adwin has been absent since 5:30 pm

12. DISCUSSION/ACTION
Howard Hughes presented item regarding Prop 92
In Discussion
Robin moves to have recess for 20 minutes to look over the pamphlets regarding Prop 92
Nelson seconds
Stephy moves to end discussion
Eden seconds
Vote over choosing to have a recess fails with 3 votes for ,and 5 votes against
Yujin moves to have a 10 minute recess
Stephy seconds
Robin moves to end discussion
Stephy seconds
Motion to approve a ten minute recess granted with no objection

Meeting called to order at 6:58PM by Rahela Sami

Business item #12 tabled till presenter comes back

Business item #15 is back for discussion
In discussion
Nelson moves to end discussion
Eden seconds
Motion to approve a Satellite Office for the DASB Senate passes with no objection

16. DISCUSSION/ACTION
This item is to approve office hours to done in the Satellite Office from January 21st to January 25th.
Presented by Calvin Chu and Adwin Ho
In discussion
Eden moves to make the Marketing Committee take
Jackson seconds
Robin Objects
In discussion
Eden moves to rescind motion
No objections
Eden moves to withdraw her motion
Robin moves to make all office hours mandatory in the satellite office
Yujin seconds
In discussion

This item has been tabled

Business item #12 back on the table
In discussion
Robin moves that the DASB take an official role in this matter
Yujin moves to make office hours mandatory in the satellite office
In discussion
DASB takes official vote in support or against Prop 92
7 members vote in support for Prop 92
4 members vote against Prop 92
Stance to support Prop 92 passes with 7 votes in favor and 4 votes against
In discussion to take possible actions regarding Prop 92 and assign senators to be part of each action
- Advocate Prop 92 through La Voz (Yujin)
- Make presentation about Prop 92 during ICC meeting (Yujin)
- Distribute flyers during classroom presentation
- Distribute flyers during office hours in the satellite office (Karthi, Robin)
- Put signs in support of Prop 92 during the flea market (Minnie)
- Collaborate with other community colleges (Eden, Yujin)
- Post flyers in support of Prop 92 around college campus (Esha, Robin, Karthi)

Eden moves to approve actions to strengthen the stance in support for Prop 92
Shoko seconds
Actions regarding Prop 92 passes with no objection

11.DISCUSSION/ACTION
This item is informed regarding the California Governor’s proposed budget cuts to the California Community College system and to approve our first initial set of responses to the impending crisis.
Jeanine Hawk presents
In discussion to take possible actions in response to the budget cuts and assign senators to be part of each action
- New March (Robin)
- Collaborate with all state (Shoko)
- Build connection with classified senate and the academic senate (Yujin, Eden)
- Collaborate with ICC (Yujin, Nelson)
- Collaborate with other statewide organizations (Rahela)
- Form ad-hoc committee
- Start a Rally on Campus
- Work with Foothill Community College (Eden, Stephy, Yujin)
- Work with local colleges (Stephy)

Nelson moves to approve actions
Jessica seconds
In discussion
Robin moves to amend the motion; instead of approving the people appointed, just approve the actions
Karthi seconds
In discussion
Eden moves to end
Robin seconds
Motion to approve just the actions, regarding the budget cuts passes with 9 votes in favor, and 2 against

Back to tabled item #16
In discussion
No objections against making office hours in satellite office
Office hours in Satellite office approved

13.DISCUSSION/ACTION
Senators Empowering Students
Robin Presents
In discussion for each senator to choose a concern to work on
Nelson- Funding for Creative Arts and to install cameras in parking
Victor-Dinner with the administrators
Tommy- Free parking for hybrid cars  
Hilda- VTA Surveys  
Jackie-ATM and DASB cards  
Karthi- Increase wireless around campus; and add more supplies to library, ATC building and the Administration building, and in the suggestion boxes.  
Esha- Make the rally against budget cuts happen  
Shoko- Peer mentorship, ESL classes within presentation  
Calvin- Install cameras in parking lots  
Eden- draft a letter against VTA to the board and to the mayor, collaborate with Foothill, work on Farmer’s market, work on the betterment of the DASB card by having the Ad-Hoc on the ATM issue.  
Adwin- budgeting the chocolate drinks in the satellite office  
Yujin- Free printing, and bringing back the book drive  
Jessica- Bringing parking permit on to the campus instead of online  
Minnie- Investigate the security at night within the parking lots and such  
Annie- Work on the new DASB Bus scholarship  
Jackson- make more student discounts for the DASB card  
Robin moves to approve the stated goals for each senator  
Shoko seconds  
In discussion  
Adwin moves to end  
Jackson seconds  
Stated goals for each senator approves with no objections  

APPRECIATIONS  
Rahela appreciates the audience and the senators  
Eden appreciates everyone for staying through for 5 hours  
Robin appreciates Marketing and Calvin and Adwin for the satellite office, and the chair for talking for 5 hours  
Yujin appreciates whoever cleaned the office  
Robin appreciates Rahela for chairing  
Jackie appreciates Jimmy and Esha for being great secretaries for the Senate meeting  
Robin appreciates Nelson, Karthi, and Victor for starting the process of individual goals so early on  
Rahela appreciates everyone who took leadership for the proposed goals for this senate meeting, and for staying through the meeting for 5 hours  
Robin appreciates everyone and is glad everyone has something to work on  
Yujin appreciates those who joined the new Ad Hoc ad for showing commitment  

DASB recognizes  
Yon Minn Lai- 2nd meeting  
Didre Quan- 3rd meeting  
Andrei Fomenko- 1st meeting  

Rahela adjourns meeting at 8:45 PM
Submitted by

Jessica Dunlap
DASB Secretary
Approved Wednesday, February 6, 2008